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- Implementation of the cross-border exchange provisions of the Treaty
- Reference to the exhaustion principle and its possible use in implementing the cross-border exchange provisions of the Treaty
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- Can the exhaustion principle assist in the implementation of the Treaty?
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- Can the exhaustion principle assist in the implementation of the Treaty?

- Does the Treaty allow for the exhaustion principle to be used to fulfill the goals of the Treaty?
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- Can the exhaustion principle assist in the implementation of the Treaty?

Does the Treaty concern subsequent distribution?
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- Can the exhaustion principle assist in the implementation of the Treaty?

- Does the Treaty place any constraints on subsequent distribution?
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- Can the exhaustion principle assist in the implementation of the Treaty?

- Can the application of the exhaustion principle be targeted to serve particular goals?
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Can the exhaustion principle assist in the implementation of the Treaty?

Should the exhaustion principle be used to implement the Treaty?
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